WEPA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
MEETING PAPERS
Issued 12 May 2020 - to be held via email with voting
to be returned by 25 May 2020.
1.

Opening remarks – Gay Spies, President

Due to the restrictions under the current pandemic and with the health of our
members and the community in mind, WEPA has decided to undertake the formal
aspects of the AGM via email this year. We have included three reports below which
require your approval and one special motion.
Your vote for the four resolutions can be recorded on the separate voting form
which came with the meeting papers. Please return your votes by 25 May.
2.

Minutes of the AGM held 19 March 2019

The minutes are at attachment A to the meeting papers. It is resolved:
That the minutes of the WEPA Annual General Meeting held 19 March 2019 be
confirmed.
Moved: Geoff Osborne. Seconded: Meredith Foley
3.

President’s Report – Gay Spies

The President’s Report is provided at attachment B to the meeting papers. It is
resolved that:
That the President’s Report for 2019-20 be accepted.
Moved: John Moratelli. Seconded: Geoff Osborne
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Honorary Treasurer's Report – Diana Jones

See attachment C to the meeting papers.
That the Honorary Treasurer’s Report for the year to 31 December 2019 be
accepted.
Moved: Christina Pender. Seconded: Cotter Erickson
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5.

Election of Office Bearers and Committee – Returning Officer

A call for nominees to the Executive Committee was circulated by email to all WEPA
members on 30 April 2020. Nominees are required to be financial members of
WEPA for at least 6 months prior to the election and to have attended at least two
WEPA meetings.
Nominees were asked to return nominations by 12 May to enable the business of the
AGM to be completed by email. All positions were declared vacant. The following
nominations have been received and all nominations have been accepted by
nominees:
Position

Nominee

Nominated

Seconded

PRESIDENT

John Moratelli

Meredith Foley

Geoff Osborne

VICE PRESIDENT

Gay Spies

Christina Pender

Meredith Foley

SECRETARY

Sue-Ellen Smith

Meredith Foley

Christina Pender

TREASURER

Diana Jones

Gay Spies

John Pryde

PUBLICITY OFFICER

Heidi Keys

Meredith Foley

Sue-Ellen Smith

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Cotter Erickson

Diana Jones

Christina Pender

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Meredith Foley

Diana Jones

Sue-Ellen Smith

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Geoff Osborne

Christina Pender

Diana Jones

COMMITTEE MEMBER

Christina Pender

Gay Spies

Sue-Ellen Smith

COMMITTEE MEMBER

John Pryde

Gay Spies

Meredith Foley

The Returning Officer, John Steel, reported that, as there had been only one nominee
for each of the positions, the nominees were declared elected.
Gay Spies
WEPA Office bearers and committee would like to acknowledge the massive
contribution made by Gay Spies OAM, as WEPA President from 1987 to 2020. In this
role she has worked tirelessly to preserve our bushland and to enhance all aspects of
our local environment.
We are most grateful that Gay has agreed to continue on the committee as VicePresident to continue to share with us her knowledge and her wisdom in relation to
successful environmental campaigning. To honour Gay for her selfless dedication we
would like to propose the following motion:
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That in honour of her outstanding contribution to the environment in Willoughby
and NSW and her decades of commitment as President, we confer on Gay
Spies Life Membership of the Willoughby Environmental Protection Association.
Moved: Christina Pender Seconded: Meredith Foley
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ITEM 2 ATTACHMENT A
Draft Minutes of WEPA AGM held 19 March 2019

DRAFT MINUTES
WEPA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

1.

7pm Tuesday 19 March 2019
School Hall, Glenaeon Primary School,
121 Edinburgh Road, Castlecrag

Welcome and apologies – Gay Spies

WEPA President, Gay Spies welcomed members to the Annual General Meeting.

The following apologies were noted: Marie Clifton Bassett; Heather Cooper; Peter
Moffitt; John Moratelli; Dominic Wilson.
2.

President’s Report – Gay Spies

Gay Spies spoke to the circulated President’s Annual Report for April 2018 to March
2019. She noted that the last twelve months, which saw the release of the proposal for
the Beaches Link car tunnel in Flat Rock Gully and the run-up to the State elections, had
been an extremely busy time for the Executive Committee and for members of WEPA.
WEPA’s electoral forum on environmental issues (Feb) had been well attended. She
thanked those who had contributed their time to the tunnel campaign, staffing stalls,
collecting petitions, writing letters and assisting in the WEPA meeting on the tunnel
proposal in November 2018. The following resolution was passed:
That the President’s report be accepted.
Moved: Christina Pender Seconded: Meredith Foley
Agreed
3.

Honorary Treasurer's Report – Diana Jones

The Honorary Treasurer spoke to the circulated Financial Report. It was resolved:

That the Honorary Treasurer’s Report for the year ended 31 December 2018 be accepted.
Moved: Diana Jones Seconded: Gay Spies
Agreed
4.

Election of Office Bearers and Committee

All positions were declared vacant and nominations read out by the Returning Officer,
John Steel.
Nominations received to date:
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Position

Nominee

Nominated

Seconded

President

Gay Spies

Meredith Foley

Christina Pender

Vice President

Cotter Erickson

Geoff Osborne

Diana Jones

Secretary

Meredith Foley

Gay Spies

Christina Pender

Treasurer

Diana Jones

Gay Spies

Cotter Erickson

Publicity Officer

Christina Pender

Geoff Osborne

Diana Jones

Committee Member

Geoff Osborne

Christina Pender

Cotter Erickson

Committee Member

John Moratelli

Meredith Foley

Gay Spies

Committee Member

Sue-Ellen Smith

Meredith Foley

Christina Pender

Committee Member

John Pryde

Meredith Foley

Gay Spies

As only one nomination for each position had been received and an election was not
required, the Returning Officer, John Steel declared the nominees elected.
5.

Speaker: Prof Lesley Hughes On Climate Change

Professor Lesley Hughes, Distinguished Professor of Biology and the Pro ViceChancellor (Research Integrity & Development) at Macquarie University, presented to
the meeting on climate change. The talk summarised the latest global and national
climate trends and commented on the difficulties encountered by scientists and
environmentalists in obtaining the commitment of Governments to take action.
The meeting closed at 9:00pm.
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ITEM 3 ATTACHMENT B

WEPA PRESIDENT’S REPORT 2019-20
Before I outline to members the activities WEPA
has undertaken over the past year, I want to let
you know that this will be my last President’s
Report. I had hoped to find a successor long
before this as many of you will know, but it is
always difficult to find someone willing and with
the time available to take on the roles of
president and secretary and for some time I
fulfilled both.
For the benefit of newer members and a
reminiscence for those not-so-new, I would
like to give an overview of the reason we were
formed, and our main achievements since our
foundation in 1981. Eric Wilksch was our founding President.

Foundation of WEPA
The impetus for our formation was the total lack of care and management of our bushland. At
that time there was no action to deal with the weed infestation in all our reserves, trees were
cut down for views on the pretext that that they were a fire hazard, and officers tolerated the
destruction of bushland in Explosives Reserve and Artarmon Reserve by some local children
to make BMX bike tracks. The latter problem appears to be raising its head again.
In 1979 a serious fire in Explosives Reserve, thought to have jumped from Garigal, meant the
issue was uppermost in residents’ minds. Council proposals to carry out hazard reduction
burns in Harold Reid Reserve met with both support and opposition, the latter because at
that time fire was thought to be harmful to bushland, a view that was to change over time. So
Fire And Bushland Management became the topic addressed by Dr Roger Goode for our
first public meeting which was held in 1982. Over 90 people squeezed into Artarmon Library.
We have never reached such stratospheric numbers since, however numbers over the
years, five times a year, have ranged between 20 and 50. Our guest speakers are always
impressed, telling us that they often speak to much smaller audiences.

Campaign for Bushland Plan of Management
Our campaign for an Urban Bushland Plan of Management (POM) began with a packed
seminar on urban bushland in the old Town Hall in Chatswood, at which a key speaker was
Dr Laurie Johnson, then Director of the Royal Botanic Gardens. Willoughby Council agreed
to engage consultants Alan Fox and Dr Roger Goode, who produced the POM which was
adopted in 1985 and is still in use today, though it has expanded and undergone revisions
over the years. Willoughby’s POM was only the second in NSW, as councils and residents
became aware of the need to value and look after their bushland.
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The POM also recommended that an advisory committee involving local residents should be
set up. This committee has since widened its scope to become the Natural Heritage and
Bushland Advisory Committee and still functions today in spite of many attempts by Council
to shut it down, along with other advisory committees such as the Heritage Advisory
Committee, dealing with the built environment.
WEPA urged council to adopt bush regeneration methods to manage the bushland. It
eventually engaged the National Trust which supplied two teams which worked in Harold
Reid Reserve and in Artarmon Reserve. This was short lived due to a falling out between the
Council and the Trust. The National Trust had begun conducting bush regeneration training
in 1980, led by the renowned Joan Bradley, until bush regeneration training was introduced
by TAFE.

The Sugarloaf Bush Regeneration Project
WEPA was not content to let things lie and following recommendations in the POM we
applied for National Estate Grant funds to carry out bush regeneration in the Sugarloaf Creek
Catchment in Castlecrag. The Sugarloaf Project was born. Several WEPA members became
trained regenerators and our teams worked for two days a week in this very steep and
challenging area from 1985 to 2012. We applied for and received several grants over the
years, including a Bicentennial Grant, and finally Council funded the project. Workers were
paid, but all administration and a considerable amount of on-site work was a voluntary
contribution. The Sugarloaf Project uncovered a series of beautiful waterfalls in this untamed
and weedy area and members conducted many walks and inspections over the years.

Gay and Harold Spies (right) with other members at Sugarloaf Creek.

Campaign for Flat Rock Gully
A major challenge for WEPA was the continued dumping in Flat Rock Gully, east of Flat Rock
Drive, to which a blind eye had been turned for many years. Our efforts, assisted by local
residents, and opposed by many on Council, finally resulted in the tipping being stopped. I
would like to thank members Peter Murray and Roger Walker for their help in this campaign.
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How to restore the gully became the next challenge. I would like to thank member and
engineer John Alden for finally convincing Council that their plans for managing the tip slope
would not work. Council eventually engaged consultants to come up with a plan for the gully.
Just as well, because in-house ideas for dealing with the massive privet infestation were to
bury it under yet more fill!
Council’s bushland management ‘new leaf’ arrived with the appointment of Alfred Bernhard
as Bushland Manager. His guidance led to the reshaping of the tip site which is now
unrecognisable from its former horror. The revegetation by staff and volunteers transformed
the gully into the much-loved area it is today, providing recreation and education for the
public, including school children, and valuable habitat for fauna. This is now at risk from the
Beaches Link Tunnel project which, if it goes ahead, would use Flat Rock as the dive site for
the tunnel construction. More on this later in my Report. However fighting for Flat Rock a
second time was never part of the plan.

The Foreshore Building Line Campaign
The Foreshore Building Line (FBL) was a hotly contested issue in the early 1990s when a
small number of residents sought to develop their properties in ways which would have
severely damaged the bush, as well as local and regional amenity. WEPA conducted a major
campaign to maintain the location of the line and to strengthen it where possible. The FBL
represents the limit beyond which development toward the foreshore is not permitted, and
as such plays an important role in protecting bushland. There are FBLs in other parts of
Sydney but in the Willoughby Local Government Area, it is particularly important in
protecting the long green fingers of bushland in the Upper Middle Harbour suburbs of Castle
Cove, Middle Cove, Castlecrag and Northbridge, and to a lesser extent along the Lane Cove
River. WEPA worked closely with the Castlecrag Progress Association and the Castlecrag
Conservation Society and we were ultimately successful when council adopted the
recommendations of the consultants it had engaged.
Over the years WEPA has made many submissions on a range of topics including
developments affecting bushland, revisions of the Tree Protection Order, the 10/50
regulations allowing tree removal following bushfire, which resulted in severe tree loss in
Willoughby, long wall mining under the Sydney water catchment, forest logging,
environmental law and more. We have also attended delegations to MPs and Ministers.
The WEPA newsletter, sent out generally five times a year over three decades, kept
members informed about conservation issues at local, state and federal level, as well as
about forthcoming events. This was an all-consuming job which I was delighted to hand over
to Meredith Foley, who introduced an online version in magnificent colour.
We have also led many walks in local reserves, as well as an annual foray to the Blue
Mountains. As Council’s bushland section became more established, they gradually took
over some of our former activities, such as local walks, which we no longer do. Willoughby
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has been very fortunate to have an enthusiastic and dedicated team to manage our
bushland, led by the stable management of Alfred Bernhard who has now been with Council
for over 20 years. Other councils have not been so lucky to have such continuity, with
changes of staff complicating their approach to bushland, and in some cases ending up with
very poor management.

Native plant awareness
To encourage awareness of local native plants, for many years we operated native plant
stalls at the Willoughby Spring Fair, as it morphed from Willoughby Park to Chatswood CBD,
and also at Artarmon Fair and Castlecrag Fair. Artarmon Fair no longer functions, but we
have had successful stalls at Castlecrag’s biennial fair for several years. Many thanks to
Sheila Sippel with whom I have shared the vicarious pleasure of plant selection activities for
our stalls, as well as to all our members who have helped on the day. Sheila also tends the
plants and has them in peak condition prior to their journey to the stall. Native plant nurseries
are no longer as numerous as previously and it becomes harder to source plants. WEPA has
had no success in trying to persuade Council to establish its own nursery, as some other
councils have done, notably Hornsby and Randwick.

Harold, Gay, Virginia Butchatsky, Sandra Heath and Sheila Sippel on the native plant stand

Involvement with other organisations
Throughout its existence WEPA has been involved with the major conservation
organisations, including the Total Environment Centre, the National Parks Association, the
Wilderness Society, the Environmental Defenders Office and the Nature Conservation
Council of NSW, the latter functioning as an umbrella group for smaller nature conservation
organisations such as ours. We seek advice and often source guest speakers from among
their ranks. We also provide support for campaigns and assist with ongoing donations.
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In 1983 WEPA became a member of the Nature Conservation Council of NSW (NCC) and I
served on its executive for several years, during which I established the NCC Urban
Bushland Subcommittee. This group worked with the then Department of Planning and
Environment to establish SEPP 19 - a State Planning Policy to protect urban bushland on
public land. SEPP 19 was launched in 1986 in Harold Reid Reserve, by then Premier Bob
Carr. Unfortunately, the funds necessary to carry out the badly needed education
component were never forthcoming. John Connor, who went on to lead the Australian
Conservation Foundation, provided much needed legal assistance and parliamentary liaison
in the preparation of the policy. The departmental planner responsible for developing the
policy was Meredith Ryan, who was exemplary in seeking community advice, something hard
to imagine today. Later in retirement she joined WEPA’s bush regeneration team.

Meredith Foley and Gay Spies (front row, 6th and 5th from right of picture) at NCC Annual Conference.
2018

Finally, I want to pay tribute to my late husband, Harold who was a committee member from
the beginning. We worked as a team and he played a vital role doing many unsung tasks for
WEPA, including late night computer assistance to me when I was stuck tearing my hair out
doing a WEPA newsletter
I am delighted to endorse John Moratelli as our next president. I hope you will support my
nomination for Vice President in this year’s AGM.

March 2019 – April 2020
WEPA, and its members no doubt, are probably thinking at this point in the year that the last
12 months have been a ‘perfect storm’ in relation to the ongoing battle to protect our
environment here in Willoughby and further afield in NSW and nationally. The threat of a
major tunnel infrastructure project laying waste to local bushland and Middle Harbour was
joined in 2019 by ever-growing concerns and campaigns about climate change impacts,
ferocious bushfires as we moved into 2020 and now a global pandemic apparently
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emanating from the ever increasing push by populations across the planet into the last
remaining wild areas.

WEPA & the wider environment movement
In response, WEPA has stepped up with the help of its members to address many of these
issues. While we are only one local environment group we have worked hard to amplify our
efforts through networking and collaboration. WEPA has continued to raise funds to allow
regular support to be provided to our State network: the Nature Conservation Council (NCC)
of NSW, and to the Australian Conservation Foundation, the Total Environment Centre and
the NSW Environmental Defenders Office (EDO) (which has launched a national EDO).
Recently we have joined in a series of strategic Leaders’ meetings staged by the NCC. We
have worked with the National Parks Association of NSW to hold meetings and work on
native forest preservation campaigns and have provided an opportunity for campaign groups
like the Give a Dam Alliance (April) and Extinction Rebellion Sydney (November) to outline
their campaigns at our public meetings. We are members of the Better Planning Network
and have in recent months extended our efforts to working more closely with Willoughby
Councillors on environment issues in our area.

Climate Change
Those of you who attended the WEPA Annual General Meeting last March would have heard
Professor Lesley Hughes speak with passion and commitment about the damaging impacts
of climate change on our lives and environment. She also noted the difficulty of getting many
people to engage with such dismal news. Following this talk we decided to do what we
could to raise this issue further with our local community and relevant politicians. In May we
screened Murder on the Reef as an important reminder of the ongoing battle to save the
Great Barrier Reef from a range of catastrophes, not least warming and more acidic waters.
In July we took advantage of the Federal elections to publicise the need for climate change
action and new national laws for the environment. This was following by a showing of
Accelerate which followed Bill McKibben, the founder of 350.org, as he toured Australia to
accelerate action on climate change.
Those attending voted unanimously to convene a WEPA campaign committee (which met in
August) to organise local action and education on the climate change crisis and to ask
Willoughby City Council (WCC) to declare a climate emergency. WCC had formerly
opposed this declaration but, following extensive collaboration and campaigning, a motion
confirming the existence of a Climate Emergency was passed at the October WCC General
Meeting. Many thanks are due to Councillor Lynne Saville who organised and introduced the
motion to WCC and to Councillors Wendy Norton and Nick Wright and many others in WEPA
and the wider community who spoke with conviction in its support. You can read my speech
to Council here.
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During this time, we also lent our support to the young people in our area, many of whom
were involved with the school strike movement to bring attention to the climate change crisis.
In June, at the invitation of several teachers, I gave a speech to the World Environment Day
assembly at Willoughby Girls High School (WGHS). Later that month WEPA committee
members Meredith Foley and John Moratelli joined around 100 WGHS Geography students
on site at Flat Rock Gully to outline WEPA’s concerns about the impacts on the gully of the
proposed car tunnel dive site. In September, WEPA members joined students in the Global
Climate Strike march. We continue to liaise with teachers and the environment club at the
school and plan to organise more interactions as the pandemic restrictions are lifted.

WGHS Geography students at Flat Rock Gully.
WGHS - World Environment Day 2019

Fighting for Flat Rock Gully
Following the State election campaign in early 2019, WEPA and other local community
groups regrouped with renewed vigour to save Flat Rock Gully and other local suburbs from
the harmful impacts of the ill-conceived Western Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link projects.
Since that time, a wide range of tactics and many volunteer hours have gone into the
campaign to raise community concerns over the likely environmental impacts of the car
tunnel project on air quality (particularly due to unfiltered stacks but also increased traffic in
our neighbourhoods), the potential damage to our green open spaces, world-famous Middle
Harbour waterways and the destruction of biodiverse-rich and much-treasured remnant
bushland. WEPA continues to strongly object to these damaging car tunnels and to call on
the Government to consider the alternative of improving public transport to the Northern
Beaches.
WEPA lodged an application with the Roads and Maritime Services under the Government
Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA) seeking information in relation to the business
case for the Western Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link projects which was refused despite
an appeal to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT). We have also written to the
Premier on this issue without success.
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WEPA also assisted the gathering of more than 10,000 signatures on a petition to NSW
Parliament. Many thanks to all the members who gave up their time to join us on local stalls
and to speak to the community. As our Premier was not willing to agree to table the petition,
an alternative will be sought once the lockdown restrictions are lifted.
Early in 2020 , WEPA assisted the Stop the Tunnels (STT) group and the Northern Residents
Tunnel Action Group (NORTAG) to hold a series of well-attended community forums on the
tunnel projects in preparation for the release of the tunnel Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS). As it turned out, the Government decided to release two EIS documents – one dealing
with the Western Harbour Tunnel and Warringah Freeway – you can read WEPA’s
submission on this EIS (which closed in March) here.

Community leaders meeting on tunnel proposal,
North Sydney, Jan. 2020

Belinda Rayment (EDO) and John Moratelli
(WEPA) at community leaders’ meeting on
Beaches Link tunnel (Jan 2020)

Work is underway to prepare for the Beaches Link EIS – this covers the dive site through Flat
Rock Gully bushland and tunneling under Northbridge and into Middle Harbour. It is also the
next step towards the proposal to destroy 6 hectares of unique bushland in Flat Rock Gully,
Northbridge. Work is underway to prepare for the second EIS expected in June 2020.
WEPA has been pressing WCC to oppose the project on the grounds outlined above.
Council eventually released an EIS in March which notes the community concerns but
stopped short of opposing the project.

Greening Willoughby
WEPA’s other main focus this year has been on environmentally sustainable urban planning
and managing and extending our urban tree canopy. In May 2019 I attended the
Rethinking the Urban Forest Conference (24 May 2019) with other WEPA members.
The Conference, which included planners, engineers, council staff and environmental groups
from across Sydney, expressed concern over the failure of Governments at all levels to
maintain and expand the urban tree canopy and also examined the threat to tree cover
represented by various planning tools aimed at urban densification. The importance of tree
cover in dealing with urban heat was also a pressing theme.
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In August 2019 we replaced a regular committee meeting with a WEPA Environmental
Planning Workshop, facilitated by member Isabelle Connolly, to come to terms with planning
tools (LEPs; DCPs; Local Strategic Plans; SEPP 19; Native Vegetation reforms) impacting on
our local environment and help us work up actions. The outcome of this work was a
submission to WCC on their draft Local Strategic Planning Statement (October). Isabelle also
represented WEPA at the meetings organised by WCC to develop a plan of management for
the Haven Amphitheatre in Castlecrag.
In September, Associate Professor Peter Davies from Macquarie University addressed our
public meeting on Urban Forests. This was followed by a practical lesson in greening
through our native plant stall at the Castlecrag Fair. In December we sent a submission to
WCC commenting on the WCC Draft Vegetation Management Strategy. We were
particularly concerned at a recommendation to allow pruning of public trees on public lands
for views and were keen to see the preference for indigenous trees and plants retained.
Our local concerns in this period extended to the impact of light pollution on bushland
biodiversity. WEPA worked with the local community to oppose the placement of spotlights
on O.H. Reid Reserve which borders natural bushland along the Lane Cove River. WEPA
member, Diana Pryde, and WEPA Secretary Meredith Foley were members of a Citizens’
Panel to examine this issue and to guide the development of a Reserve masterplan. The
majority of panellists opposed the introduction of spotlights for sports on this oval for a wide
range of reasons including environmental impacts. The Master Plan will be exhibited on the
WCC website. WEPA also made comment on the WCC draft Sports Facilities Plan of
Management in relation to lighting on ovals near bushland.
WEPA wrote a response to the WCC Draft Code of Meeting Conduct (April) stressing in
particular that Councillor briefing sessions should be public - in the interests of transparency
and accountability - and that the reduction of council meetings to once rather than twice per
month would not benefit the community. The saga over voluntary advisory committees
continued. It would appear that the current committees will continue to the end of this
Council term – however, while the pandemic has led to the postponement of the Council
elections, it has also seen committee meetings halted.
After the next election, WCC plans to move to a system where, apart from a few groups of
technical experts, community opinion will be sought only when Council decides it is
necessary. WEPA members have spoken at WCC meetings and in submissions against the
loss of continuity, community knowledge and informed action which we fear will be the
unfortunate impact of any move to ad hoc Reference groups and panels.
Finally, we have commented on a number of planning issues (including the proposed
redevelopment of the Quadrangle site and the Council’s Local Centres Strategy) when we
have detected issues which would impact on the scale, heritage, traffic and amenity of local
streets.
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Bushfires and new National Nature Laws
Like many others, WEPA has found the devastation wrought by the 2019/20 bush fires hard
to absorb; with millions of hectares burnt the impact on families, communities and natural
areas will be felt for decades to come. Our immediate reaction was to provide help based on
our mission and in January 2020 we donated $1,000 to the NSW Wildlife Council which was
providing emergency funds to those caring for wildlife impacted by the fires. We plan to
donate a further amount later in the year to assist research on recovery and bushfire
management. We had Gary Dunnett (Exec Officer for Officer for Policy, Campaign and
Media for the National Parks Association of NSW) scheduled to speak to members at this
AGM on new strategies to manage our bushland for fire. Unfortunately, this talk had to
postponed due to the pandemic – hopefully, we can offer this talk in the not too distant
future.
It is clear from this cataclysm and the pandemic which followed that we need to find new
ways to manage our relationship with nature. For Australia this means new Federal nature
laws to replace those which are clearly dysfunctional. To this end, WEPA supports the
Places You Love Alliance; 57 environment groups from across Australia pressing for a better
framework and increased powers for environmental laws. You can read our submission
(April 2020) to the Independent Review of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act here.
I would like to thank all the members of the committee for their contribution to discussion
and decision-making over the past year, and some of you over many years. In particular I
would like to thank Cotter Erickson as our technical whizz, Diana Jones our Treasurer,
Christina Pender and Geoff Osborne for design and distribution of our poster and for
attempting to get media coverage of our events, Meredith Foley for her superb, professional
submissions and the preparation of the WEPA NEWS and Bulletin, with the production
assistance of Katherine Foley, and also with John Moratelli for all the work they have put in
on the campaign to save Flat Rock Gully.
It would appear at this stage that we are still some time away from having the restrictions
lifted which will allow us once more to meet. We have been holding Executive meetings and
discussion via Zoom and are considering providing some ‘tea and talk’ chats on the same
platform in the near future. It is clear we are entering an important watershed moment as the
world begins to recover from the pandemic. We hope you will join us as we work alongside
those who are encouraging our Governments to take the same evidence-based/scientific
approach to climate change and other biodiversity issues as they have taken with COVID-19.

Gay Spies OAM
President, WEPA
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ITEM 4 ATTACHMENT C
HON. TREASURER’S REPORT to 31 December 2019
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